WEEK

3

Managing Risk: 30 Years of Food Safety

Safe Food Preparation Activity Sheet

It’s time for this week’s activity. Use this guide to test your knowledge and see if you can earn a
nomination for Safe Food Preparation Employee of the Week!

1. Read this scenario to your staff and ask them to point out
what Emma did right and what Emma did wrong.
Emma, the manager of Tiny’s Sandwich Shop, took a phone call from a customer who complained of
diarrhea and vomiting after eating a tuna salad sandwich the day before. Emma was not worried
about the complaint, but she interviewed the customer for details anyway, documenting her findings.
After several more calls like that one, she knew there was a problem. Emma threw away all of the
tuna salad so no one else would get sick. Then she called her local regulatory authority for guidance.
While she was waiting for the authority to arrive, she made a list of the staff who were working the
day before.

What did Emma do right?

What did Emma do wrong?
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WEEK

3

Managing Risk: 30 Years of Food Safety

Safe Food Preparation Answer Sheet

Use this answer sheet to see how you well you did on this week’s activity sheet!

1. Read this scenario to your staff and ask them to point out
what Emma did right and what Emma did wrong.
Emma, the manager of Tiny’s Sandwich Shop, took a phone call from a customer who complained of
diarrhea and vomiting after eating a tuna salad sandwich the day before. Emma was not worried
about the complaint, but she interviewed the customer for details anyway. documenting her
findings..
After several more calls like that one, she knew there was a problem. Emma threw away all of the
tuna salad so no one else would get sick. Then she called her local regulatory authority for guidance.
While she was waiting for the authority to arrive, she made a list of the staff who were working the
day before.

What did Emma do right?
• She gathered detailed information from the customers who called.
• She notified the local regulatory authority of the suspected outbreak.
• She identified staff who were scheduled at the time of the suspected contamination.

What did Emma do wrong?
• She threw away the suspected product rather than segregating it.
• She failed to document information about the suspected product.
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